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A Very Outlaw Christmas
(Outlaw Shifters Book 2)
Reuben turned his three younger brothers into outlaws and fugitives.
Now he's found the Lord. Can the brothers discover faith in God and
the love of four amazing women?
Collects two stories, including "An Outlaw's Christmas," wherein
Sawyer McKettrick finds himself at the mercy of a prim and proper
lady with a gun who is the only one who can tame his wild heart.
Can love survive the revelations of an outlaw past? Aboard an orphan
train bound for Kansas, a little red-headed girl meets a street-tough
fifteen-year-old boy. Only with Noah does Ruth feel safe. When they
are separated at the end of the trip, she vows to wait for him every
Christmas Eve at the Kelly Creek train station. Ten years later, Ruth is
still waiting. Adopted by the town founder, Ruth is a Kelly now, and
her father wants her to marry Sheriff Leon Harker to protect his legacy.
When Noah stumbles out of the alley, wounded, Ruth nurses him
secretly in an abandoned cabin. Noah has never forgotten Ruth or how
her childish adoration made him feel. Over the holiday season, love
blossoms from their affection. Ruth's father is impressed with Noah's
strength and command and offers him his empire. But Noah has spent
the last ten years living a far different life from Ruth's. What will
happen to their love when the truth comes out?
When Ruth Kelly discovers that the wounded man she is helping none
other than Noah, the boy she had become friends with on the orphan
train ten years earlier and the outlaw her bethrothed is searching for,
she must find a way to help Noah and make him believe in destiny and
the promise of love. Original.
What Happens on Vacation...
A Very Outlaw Christmas
Willie Nelson
Or, Adventures in the South
An Outlaw's Diary
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Outlaw Pete, a criminal since he was in diapers, tries to
settle down and raise a family after his youth full of
misdeeds, until his past sins catch up with him.
Anyone who laments the excesses of Christmas might
consider the Puritans of colonial Massachusetts: they
simply outlawed the holiday. The Puritans had their
reasons, since Christmas was once an occasion for
drunkenness and riot, when poor "wassailers extorted
food and drink from the well-to-do. In this intriguing and
innovative work of social history, Stephen Nissenbaum
rediscovers Christmas's carnival origins and shows how
it was transformed, during the nineteenth century, into a
festival of domesticity and consumerism. Drawing on a
wealth of period documents and illustrations,
Nissenbaum charts the invention of our current Yuletide
traditions, from St. Nicholas to the Christmas tree and,
perhaps most radically, the practice of giving gifts to
children. Bursting with detail, filled with subversive
readings of such seasonal classics as "A Visit from St.
Nicholas” and A Christmas Carol, The Battle for
Christmas captures the glorious strangeness of the past
even as it helps us better understand our present.
All who dare to enter here, beware! An evil impostor,
Queen Lady, is taking over the Christmas tree world
formerly known as "Arboria." As she builds her mud
empire inside an unsuspecting family's Christmas tree,
she outlaws beautiful Christmas ornaments and
demands that they be replaced with her ugly 'WidgWare'
substitutes. To help her carry out her dastardly takeover
scheme, she creates vicious little imps out of mud pies
and uses telepathy to make them obey her every
command! However, to achieve total domination of the
tree world, she must succeed in casting her spell over
two innocent children who were transported there after
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they placed a magical ornament on their Christmas tree.
Will she manage to brainwash them into helping carry
out her evil scheme to outlaw Christmas and replace it
with her horrible Widgmus holiday?
"A rip-roaring tale...inspired by but not slavish to
historical events of the Dark Ages, this book is full of
twists and turns...A fast-moving, thoroughly enjoyable
yarn." —Kirkus Reviews on King's Man In 1192 A.D., with
the Third Crusade over, Richard the Lionheart is headed
back home to England, only to be betrayed, captured,
and held for ransom. Now with the princes of Europe
lining up against him, the fate of the greatest warrior in
Christendom lies in the hands of a renegade earl and
former outlaw: Robin Hood. The mission is deadly and
the enemies are powerful and numerous. But for king and
country, Robin and his loyal lieutenant Alan Dale will face
great risks—from battles on blood-soaked fields to
deadly assassins—in a heroic bid to restore the
Lionheart to his rightful throne. Angus Donald has
written a brilliant novel of the dark ages, one that brings
some of the best-known figures in history to wondrous,
vivid life.
Collected Poems: The lord of misrule. The wine-press. A
Belgian Christmas eve. The new morning. The elfin artist
The Reluctant Outlaw
A Western Historical Christmas Romance
The Outlaw
Outlaw King
In this intimate and engaging biography, Graeme Thomson
interviews Nelson himself, his band and those who knew him best
en route to discovering the real Willie Nelson. The Outlaw
brilliantly describes a complex and compelling man whose life and
music reflect something fundamental at the heart of twentiethcentury America. Thomson's revealing portrait is a timely reminder
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of the stature and achievements of a true living legend. Covering
everything from dirt poor beginnings in Texas, global fame in the
70s, four marriages, the death of a son and affairs with Amy Irving
and Candice Bergen up to his current position as a 73-year-old pot
smoking man of the road, Thomson's account emerges as the first
detailed, clear-eyed account of Nelson's fascinating life.
A Napa Valley vacation fling is just the thing…or will the stakes be
too high? Find out in this Westmoreland Legacy: The Outlaws
novel by New York Times bestselling author Brenda Jackson. What
happens in Napa Valley stays in Napa Valley… Right? For Alaskan
senator Jessup Outlaw, a Napa Valley vacation starts out as
innocent R and R—until he meets Paige Novak. Their chemistry is
explosive! And the temptation to have the Hollywood star for
himself proves irresistible… but the spotlight’s trained on her every
move. Is the timing finally right for Jess’s personal desires to come
ahead of his career? Or will their vacation romance crash into
reality with the return of a familiar face from Paige’s past? From
Harlequin Desire: A luxurious world of bold encounters and
sizzling chemistry. Love triumphs in these uplifting romances, part
of the Westmoreland Legacy: The Outlaws series: Book 1: The
Wife He Needs Book 2: The Marriage He Demands Book 3: What
He Wants for Christmas Book 4: What Happens on Vacation...
A deadly game of war entangles them. Deception endangers them.
Only the impossible love found in each other’s arms can save them.
Fierce Scottish warrior Robert the Bruce would do anything to
release his country from English rule—and claim his rightful throne.
As enemies on both sides surround him, Robert must dance a
dangerous line between truth and duplicity. One misstep could
topple his nation and cost him his life, yet one irresistible woman
tempts him—and threatens his mission—as no other ever has. Bold
beautiful Elizabeth de Burgh longs for freedom. So when she finds
herself ordered by the King of England to seduce the leader of the
Scottish rebellion and reveal his secrets, she yearns to fight back
against their cruel plot. Except they’ve threatened to kill her
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beloved cousin, leaving her no choice but to comply. As she grows
closer to the handsome noble Robert and the mask that hides the
man who would be king is peeled away, she cannot imagine aiding
in his destruction. Bound by duty and honor but ensnared by
uncontainable passion, Robert and Elizabeth must determine if they
are each other’s biggest threat or greatest source of strength and
how much they are willing to sacrifice for the one thing neither ever
imagine they’d find – extraordinary love.
An Outlaw's Christmas With his wild heart, Sawyer McKettrick
isn't ready to settle down on the Triple M family ranch in Arizona.
So he heads to Blue River, Texas, to seek a job as marshall. But in a
blinding snowstorm, Sawyer's injured and collapses into the arms of
a prim and proper lady in calico. The shirtless, bandaged stranger
recuperating in teacher Piper St James's room behind the
schoolhouse says he's a McKettrick, but he looks like an outlaw. As
they wait out the storm, the handsome loner has Piper remembering
long–ago dreams of marriage and motherhood. But for how long is
Sawyer willing to call Blue River home? As the gray skies clear,
Piper's one holiday wish just might bring two lonely hearts together
forever. McKettrick's Luck Like his celebrated ancestors who tamed
the wilds of Arizona, Jesse McKettrick's Indian Rock ties run deep.
The Triple M Ranch is in his blood, along with the thrill of risk. But
with his land at stake, this world–class poker player won't be dealt
into Cheyenne Bridges' gamble – despite the temptation she brings.
Cheyenne grew up in Indian Rock and left its painful memories
behind to become a self–made woman. Now her job is to convince
Jesse to sell his property. Jesse's not the kind of man Cheyenne
could ever forget, but he's too wild and dangerous for a woman
committed to playing it safe. Yet sparks of attraction fly, tempting
Cheyenne to lay it all on the line for the passion she sees in Jesse's
eyes...
Widgmus World
Christmas With Her Cowboy/A Creed Country Christmas/An
Outlaw's Christmas
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The Outlaw's Daughter
The Shaksperian Stage
An Outlaw's Christmas/McKettrick's Luck

Despite her unconventional upbringing -- she'd been
adopted off the orphan train by the local "madam" -Emma Chalmers was the most prim and proper
young lady in all of Whitneyville. Why, she wouldn't
even permit Fulton Whitney to kiss her, and they
were practically engaged! But when Steven Fairfax
landed in her home, wounded in an explosion at the
town's raunchiest saloon, his lazy smile made
Emma's blood race. Slowly, Steven stilled her fears
with his gentle, insistent caresses...until at last she
gave herself unashamedly to the splendid passion
that was their destiny. Yet now Emma faced a new
terror -- for the drifter she loved so desperately was
a wanted man, and his past was about to catch up
with him!
A Creed Country Christmas Montana, Christmas
1910: For widowed rancher Lincoln Creed, the
holiday serves as a harsh reminder of what a tough
year it’s been – and who he’s lost. His ranch has
fallen on hard times, and he must find his little
daughter Gracie a governess, a lady who can teach
and cook – yet won’t set her sights on him. For
schoolteacher Juliana Mitchell, the holiday means
finding a way to stretch her meager salary to provide
food and firewood for the orphaned children in her
care. Twenty-five-year-old Juliana has no desire to
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get married. Yet when she meets the handsome
rancher, she can’t help but be drawn into his loving
home. It’s the season for miracles, and fate might
bring this family together for Christmas... An
Outlaw’s Christmas With his wild heart, Sawyer
McKettrick isn’t ready to settle down on the Triple M
family ranch in Arizona. So he heads to Blue River,
Texas, to seek a job as marshal. But in a blinding
snowstorm he’s injured – and collapses into the arms
of a prim and proper lady in calico. The shirtless,
bandaged stranger recuperating in teacher Piper St.
James’s room behind the schoolhouse says he’s a
McKettrick, but he looks like an outlaw to her. As
they wait out the storm, the handsome loner has
Piper remembering long-ago dreams of marriage
and motherhood. But for how long is Sawyer willing
to call Blue River home? As the gray skies clear,
Piper’s one holiday wish just might bring two lonely
hearts together forever.
Contains three novellas: A Rancher's Heart,
Undercover Cowboy and the Outlaw's gift.
Spend the holidays at Four Corners Ranch! New
York Times bestselling author Maisey Yates delights
with this festive novella that sets up her new series,
coming 2022! Christmas surprise delivery—an outlaw
on her doorstep! When rodeo cowboy Clayton
Everett stumbles into a cabin in the woods—injured
and on the run—he doesn't expect to be rescued by
an angel. But Tala Nelson might be exactly that.
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She's the softest thing he's ever seen, and she
makes his heart, scarred by a lifetime of hardship,
beat just a little faster. Small-town schoolteacher
Tala knows she should fear the man dressed all in
black who looks like an outlaw from a Wild West
movie, but she doesn't. As she cares for Clayton,
she discovers he's a good man and no outlaw at all.
In fact, he could be the hero of the story. Tala's
never had anyone to celebrate the holidays with, but
as Christmas draws closer, she wonders if this could
be a season of firsts with her cowboy—first kiss, first
love, first forever…
A Lawman's Christmas a Mckettricks of Texas Novel
/ an Outlaw's Christmas
King's Man
A Christmas Tale
Emma And The Outlaw
Longing for a Cowboy Christmas
Outlaws, snowstorms, rugged terrain—nothing will stop them
from making it to Montana Territory in time for Christmas . . .
“A masterful storyteller.” —Publishers Weekly From the
masters of frontier fiction comes a holiday tale set in the very
heart of America—a Western saga of courageous souls coming
together, with a little help from the Jensen family . . . In the
fall of 1873, a wagon train of immigrants sets off from Kansas
City, Missouri, bound for the Montana Territory. Leading the
group is newly elected wagonmaster Jamie Ian MacCallister, a
giant of a man and frontier legend who swears he can get them
there by Christmas—come hell or high snow drifts . . . Plagued
by brutally harsh storms and rugged terrain, outlaws and
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hostile Indians, the journey will be the greatest challenge these
pioneers will ever face. But when things look nearly hopeless,
help arrives in the form of two unlikely saviors: an old
mountain man known as Preacher and legendary frontiersman
Smoke Jensen. Two hard-willed men who believe in the
settlers' dreams with all their hearts—and who will get them to
their destination by Christmas. Even if it takes a miracle . . .
For contents and other editions, see Author Catalog.
Will this billionaire bachelor say “I do” to love? Find out, only
from New York Times bestselling author Brenda Jackson! He
desires her more than any other woman. But falling in love
isn’t part of the plan. The arrangement is simple: a two-week
getaway, then a marriage of convenience. Until Garth
Outlaw’s potential bride is a no-show. Now family pilot
Regan Fairchild is sharing his bed—and he can’t get
enough…even though he’s vowed never to love again. Can
Regan convince him the wife he needs and the woman he
desires are one and the same? From Harlequin Desire: Luxury,
scandal, desire—welcome to the lives of the American elite.
Westmoreland Legacy: The Outlaws Book 1: The Wife He
Needs
"Inspirational historical romance"--Spine.
An Outlaw for Christmas
Cowboy Christmas
Girl Outlaw
What He Wants for Christmas
The Wife He Needs
Ask and you shall receive! Four of T. S.
Joyce's books are offered in this bundle for
the holidays. Snuggle up, grab some hot
cocoa, and prepare to have your heart warmed
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by these spicy-meets-sweet paranormal
romances. Lions and dragons and bears, oh my!
This bundle will be sure to give you the
"aaaws" and keep you on the edge of your seat
this holiday
season.***************************A Very
Outlaw Christmas: Outlaw grizzly shifter,
Trigger Massey, has been on the naughty list
most of his life, but things are different
now. He's got a new mate, is in a race to
save his ranch, and is the brand-new alpha of
the Two Claws Clan. Add to that, his mate,
Ava, has a serious problem with Christmas,
and Trigger has his work cut out for him.
This is his first Christmas as leader of his
Clan, and he's taken it as a personal
challenge to make it perfect. The only
problem? Ava never wanted
perfect.***************************Grim
Christmas: Grim is trying to hold it together
for the holidays. He's vowed to be a better
Alpha for the Rogue Pride Crew, but he's at
war with the two lions inside of him, and at
war with a certain Red Dragon as well. He was
raised to be a weapon and had never
celebrated like everyone else. All he wants
to do is coast straight through the holiday,
but his new Crew is messing with his head. He
wants to hate them, but little by little,
they are chipping away at his heart.
Especially his new mate, Ash, who is so sweet
about making it the perfect day.Ashlynn Kane
is bound and determined to make Grim's first
Christmas outside of the Tarian Pride the
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happiest day of his life. The only problem
is, her new lion shifter mate is a bit of a
scrooge. With a can-do attitude and some
mishaps along the way, she is going to do her
best to make the man she loves feel special.
Even if it means going against her Alpha's
wishes.Naked mole rats, talking pebbles, and
baby donkeys, oh my. Ash won't stop until
Grim believes in Christmas
again.***************************New Vyr: Vyr
Daye is learning that not every happily ever
after works in a straight line. He was
supposed to be okay after he escaped shifter
prison and found his mate, but for the past
six months, his dragon has felt broken, and
has an undeniable instinct to burn and claim
the entire world. Four mountain ranges in six
months and he's losing all control, and
dragging his Sons of Beasts Crew, and his
mate Riyah, straight to hell. It was never
the other dragons the world had to worry
about. It was always the Red Dragon inside of
him. And now he must find a way to save the
world from
himself.***************************A Very
Beastly Christmas: Dominant grizzly shifter,
Easton Novak, hasn't celebrated the holidays
since he was a child, but his mate is about
to make this Christmas one for the books.
She's been hiding something from him, and her
revealed secrets are about to knock his world
upside down. Making his woman happy should
come naturally, but now he's overthinking
everything. And for Easton, that could mean
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losing control of his feral inner
grizzly.Timid raven shifter, Aviana Novak,
has been lying to her mate for months, but
she can't put the truth off anymore. She was
trying to protect herself, her beloved Gray
Backs, and most of all...her mate. But now
she's in too deep and Beaston's control of
his inner monster is at risk.Aviana is about
to make this a Christmas Beaston and the Gray
Backs will never forget.Content Warning:
Explicit love scenes, naughty language and
piles of sexy shifter secrets. Intended for
mature audien
In the wilds of Wyoming ranch country, he
needs something only she can give him. What
price is too high to pay? Find out in this
sizzling contemporary romance from New York
Times bestselling author Brenda Jackson! This
ranching heir wants it all, including the
woman who stands in his way. Businessman Cash
Outlaw has inherited almost all of his late
mother’s Wyoming ranch…but still needs the
fifty acres left to her former caretaker. As
negotiations with beautiful, determined
Brianna Banks become much more intimate, she
reveals she’ll only sell him the property…if
he gives her a baby! Cash’s counteroffer?
That the mother of his child must become his
wife! From Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal,
desire—welcome to the lives of the American
elite. Love triumphs in these uplifting
romances, part of the Westmoreland Legacy:
The Outlaws series. Book 1: The Wife He Needs
Book 2: The Marriage He Demands
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"Christmas is approaching and Duff
MacCallister expects visitors on his Sky
Meadow Ranch this holiday season. His cousin,
Falcon, is coming as well as the Twins,
Andrew and Rosanna, who are taking a break
from their acting tour to come to the Wyoming
territory. But before any of his relatives
arrive, Duff runs afoul of four outlaw
brothers who have come to Chugwater to rob
the bank."--Publisher's description.
Karis Dunway is looking for a complete
overhaul of her life. On the tail-end of a
heartbreak, she makes a desperate move and
applies to be a part of a matchmaking program
for big predator shifters. Colt seems
charming and sweet over messages, but meeting
the scar-faced man in person sets Karis's
life on a path she can't escape from. And the
more she gets to know her potential future
mate, the more she thinks she doesn't want to
escape. But Colt has a nickname that sends up
big red flags. His friends and enemies call
him the Warmaker, and pretty soon she will
figure out exactly what that means. And it
could cost her more than she could've ever
imagined.Colton Dorset, aka the Peacemaker,
aka the Warmaker, is hunting for something to
tame his bear. He's on a tear sabotaging
Trigger's ranch, and now his options are
slim: find someone who can settle him down,
or leave the life he has worked so hard to
build. But Karis isn't what he imagined, and
on top of that, she is hiding an animal that
gets his inner grizzly all riled up, instead
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of settling him. If he could figure out what
kind of shifter she is, he might be able to
navigate this new arranged match, but Karis
keeps him guessing at every turn. And as life
at the ranch spirals out of control, he will
have to figure out if her animal is a help,
or a huge hindrance.Content Warning: Explicit
love scenes, naughty language, and piles of
sexy shifter secrets. Intended for mature
audiences.
A Novel of Robin Hood
Her First Christmas Cowboy
A Passionate Western Romance
For the Heart of an Outlaw
Four Women Surrender Their Hearts to Men with
Questionable Pasts

When the West was wild And man's law favored the few
These extraordinary women could be found...in the heart
of an outlaw. Former outlaw Clay Colby is abuzz with his
mail order bride's expected arrival. He's fought long and
hard to drag Devil's Crossing out of lawlessness...so when
his homestead is set ablaze by a bitter rival, he's
heartbroken. There's no woman in the world who'd stand
by him now. But Tally Shannon is no ordinary woman.
After escaping the psychiatric hospital in which she was
wrongfully detained, Tally only wants someone to protect
her and the little girl under her care. She doesn't mind that
Clay's home is dang near burned to the ground—not when
he makes her feel so safe. So cherished. But it's only a
matter of time before the ghosts of her past come
calling...and her loving cowboy must defend his new
bride—and the family they built together—to his very last
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breath. What People Are Saying About Linda Broday:
"Fans of classic Western tales will delight in the rough-andtumble world Broday creates..." —RT Book Reviews for
To Love a Texas Ranger "A shining example of the talent
of one of the best historical western authors." —Fresh
Fiction for Forever His Texas Bride "Broday's Westerns
always captivate with realistic settings, rugged cowboys
and feisty heroines." —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for
Forever His Texas Bride
Celebrate the holidays with this classic McKettrick tale
from New York Times bestselling author Linda Lael
Miller! With his wild heart, Sawyer McKettrick isn’t ready
to settle down on the Triple M family ranch in Arizona. So
he heads to Blue River, Texas, to seek a job as marshal.
But in a blinding snowstorm, he’s injured—and collapses
into the arms of a prim and proper lady in calico. The
shirtless, bandaged stranger recuperating in teacher Piper
St. James’s room behind the schoolhouse says he’s a
McKettrick, but he looks like an outlaw to her. As they
wait out the storm, the handsome loner has Piper
remembering long-ago dreams of marriage and
motherhood. But for how long is Sawyer willing to call
Blue River home? As the gray skies clear, Piper’s one
holiday wish just might bring two lonely hearts together
forever. Originally published in 2012
A Lawman's Christmas Love comes home for the holidays
in a brand-new McKettrick tale from New York Times
bestselling author Linda Lael Miller The sudden death of
the town marshal leaves Blue River, Texas, without a
lawman...and twenty-five-year-old Dara Rose Nolan
without a husband. As winter approaches and her meagre
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seamstress income dwindles, she has three options. Yet she
won't give up her two young daughters, refuses to join the
fallen women of the Bitter Gulch Saloon and can't fathom
condemning herself to another loveless marriage.
Unfortunately she must decide--soon--because there's a
new marshal in town, and she's living under his roof. With
the heart of a cowboy, Clay McKettrick plans to start a
ranch and finally settle down. He isn't interested in
uprooting Dara Rose and her children, but he is interested
in giving her protection, friendship--and passion. And
when they say "I do" to a marriage of convenience, the
temporary lawman's Christmas wish is to make Dara Rose
his permanent wife... An Outlaw's Christmas With his
wild heart, Sawyer McKettrick isn't ready to settle down
on the Triple M family ranch in Arizona. So he heads to
Blue River, Texas, to seek a job as marshal. But in a
blinding snowstorm he's injured--and collapses into the
arms of a prim and proper lady in calico. The shirtless,
bandaged stranger recuperating in teacher Piper St.
James's room behind the schoolhouse says he's a
McKettrick, but he looks like an outlaw. As they wait out
the storm, the handsome loner has Piper remembering
long-ago dreams of marriage and motherhood. But for
how long is Sawyer willing to call Blue River home? As the
gray skies clear, Piper's one holiday wish just might bring
two lonely hearts together forever.
When Marian Weirheart was eighteen years old, she left
her home, her family, and her future to save her brother
from a war no one wanted to fight. She wasn't going to
live. Her family never thought to see her again. Until they
did. Eight years after her departure, she has returned to
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English soil, and found a very different country from
which she left. People starving in their own homes.
Corrupted leaders living off the blood and taxes of
innocents. Outlaws and rapists in the forest. Whispers of
the Wood's Men, who never seem to stay in one place for
long. And a frustrating young man with too many secrets
to hide... Upon learning her brother has been captured and
taken to Nottingham town, Marian sets off on a journey.
One that will make her question everything she thought
she knew about herself.
A flirty vacation romance
A Lawman's Christmas: A McKettricks of Texas Novel
A Big Sky Christmas
Outlaw Love
A Lawman's Christmas\Daring Moves
Find your very own cowboy to keep warm these long, wintry
nights as you cozy up with six sweeping, epic tales of
heroism, passion, family and celebration from bestselling
authors Leigh Greenwood, Rosanne Bittner, Linda Broday,
Margaret Brownley, Anna Schmidt, and Amy Sandas. Fall in
Love with Christmas Whether it's a widower finding an
unexpected new start, a former outlaw and his new wife
welcoming their very own Christmas miracle, a long-lost lover
returning just in time for a special holiday celebration, a
second chance at love between two warring hearts given
peace at last, an unlikely pair working together to bring joy to
a small Texas town, or a cowboy and his dark-eyed beauty
snowed in one unforgettable wintry eve...every Christmas
with a cowboy is filled with light, laughter, and a forever kind
of love. What People Are Saying: "Greenwood is a master at
westerns." —RT Book Reviews for Leigh Greenwood "An
emotional powerhouse! This classic historical western is
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destined for the "keeper" shelf." —RT Book Reviews, Top Pick
for Rosanne Bittner "Fun and sensual...great for fans of
history, romance, and some good old Texas grit."—Kirkus for
Linda Broday "A great story by a wonderful author."—#1 New
York Times bestselling author DEBBIE MACOMBER for
Margaret Brownley "The perfect read." —RT Book Reviews for
Anna Schmidt "A genuine page-turner...electric and
absorbing." —Kirkus for Amy Sandas
A blizzard has trapped this rancher with the one thing he
wants under his tree—his ex! Don’t miss this sizzling
Westmoreland Legacy: The Outlaws novel by New York
Times bestselling author Brenda Jackson. When a holiday
blizzard traps him with his ex things really heat up! It's been
ten years since she broke his heart, but Leslie Cassidy's
elegance still stuns rugged Alaskan executive Sloan Outlaw.
Now, thanks to a ruthless enemy targeting Leslie's company,
Sloan can use his wealth and influence for something
nice—and something naughty. He'll save her company—if she'll
spend a week with him at his luxurious winter retreat! But
when a snowstorm keeps them cabin-bound, this notorious
Outlaw will discover that getting what he wants for Christmas
might be more than he bargained for… From Harlequin Desire:
A luxurious world of bold encounters and sizzling chemistry.
Love triumphs in these uplifting romances, part of the
Westmoreland Legacy: The Outlaws series: Book 1: The Wife
He Needs Book 2: The Marriage He Demands Book 3: What
He Wants for Christmas Book 4: What Happens on
Vacation...
Clara Maher and her mother are traveling across the country
by train. When a snowstorm buries the tracks, a fellow
passenger invites Clara and Mama to a special Thanksgiving
feast. But Clara has a sneaking suspicion that the fun-loving
"old cowhands" hosting the delicious banquet are really Butch
Cassidy and his gang!
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A lawman's Christmas (c2011): When her husband, the town
marshal, dies suddenly, 25-year-old Dara Rose Nolan, a
seamstress with two young daughters to care for, agrees to a
marriage of convenience with the town's new marshal, Clay
McKettrick.
Brothers of the Outlaw Trail
A Westmoreland holiday reunion romance
Outlaw Pizza
The Battle for Christmas
Christmas in a Cowboy's Arms
Of All the Rotten Luck! Kelsey Rodgers was already
in trouble up to her elbows. The last thing she
needed was a U.S. Marshal staying at her hotel.
Especially one as sharp, sexy and dangerous as Clay
Chandler was turning out to be! Clay just knew that
Kelsey was going to get him into hot water. The little
whirlwind had more secrets than sense and more
sass than was legal. And darned if she hadn't gone
and swept him off his feet like a greenhorn kid!
In the wild and untamed West, it takes cowboy's
embrace to see you through a long winter's night.
Stay toasty this holiday season with heart-warming
tales from bestselling authors Leigh Greenwood,
Rosanne Bittner, Linda Broday, Margaret Brownley,
Anna Schmidt, and Amy Sandas. The Beating Heart of
Christmas Whether it's a lonely spinster finding
passion at last...an infamous outlaw-turned-lawman
reaffirming the love that keeps him whole...a lost
and broken drifter discovering family in unlikely
places...a Texas Ranger risking it all for one
remarkable woman...two lovers bringing together a
family ripped apart by prejudice...or reunited lovers
given a second chance to correct past mistakes...a
Christmas spent in a cowboy's arms is full of hope,
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laughter, and—most of all—love. What People Are
Saying: "Greenwood is a master at westerns." —RT
Book Reviews for Leigh Greenwood "An emotional
powerhouse! This classic historical western is
destined for the "keeper" shelf." —RT Book Reviews,
Top Pick for Rosanne Bittner "Fun and
sensual...great for fans of history, romance, and
some good old Texas grit."—Kirkus for Linda Broday
"A great story by a wonderful author."—#1 New York
Times bestselling author DEBBIE MACOMBER for
Margaret Brownley "The perfect read." —RT Book
Reviews for Anna Schmidt "A genuine pageturner...electric and absorbing." —Kirkus for Amy
Sandas
He may be a Texas Ranger But he only has eyes for
the outlaw's beautiful daughter... Texas Ranger Matt
Taggert is on the trail of a wanted man. He has good
reason to believe that Ellie-May's late husband was
involved in a stagecoach robbery, and he's here to
see justice done. But when he arrives in town, he
discovers the thief has become a local hero...and his
beautiful young widow isn't too happy to see some
lawman out to tarnish her family's newly spotless
reputation. Ellie-May's shaken by her encounter with
the Ranger. Having grown up an outlaw's daughter,
she'll do anything to keep her children safe—and if
that means hardening her heart against the
handsome lawman's smiles, then so be it. Because
she knows Matt isn't about to give up his search.
He's out to redeem himself and find proof that EllieMay's husband wasn't the saint everyone
claims...even if it means losing the love neither
expected to discover along the way. Haywire Brides
Series: Cowboy Charm School (Book 1) The Cowboy
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Meets His Match (Book 2) The Outlaw's Daughter
(Book 3) What People Are Saying About Margaret
Brownley: "Delightful, humorous...packed with
engaging characters, loads of action, several
mysteries—all enough sizzle to satisfy her fans." —RT
Book Reviews for A Match Made in Texas "A sweet,
touching love story." —Kirkus Reviews for Left at the
Altar "Lively and warm. A welcome addition to a
sparse yet popular subgenre." —Booklist for Left at
the Altar
Ever since they outlawed giving presents, only
outlaws give presents. What would happen if giftgiving and Christmas were outlawed? Some guys
would do stuff just because they were told they
couldn't. For a couple of young desperadoes, looking
to make reputations, laws were meant to be broken
... especially when they're hungry for pizza. A short
work of alternate history from our Orbits line.
The Marriage He Demands
The Outlaw's Mail Order Bride
A MacCallister Christmas
Logs for the Christmas fire, by J. Harris, H. J. Hatch,
and J. F. T. Wiseman
An Outlaw Thanksgiving
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